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IN THE COURT OF THE SUBDIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE AT SONITPUR. 

 

PRESENT : Mrs. A. Rahman, A.J.S., 

Sub- Divisional Judicial Magistrate(S)  Sonitpur. 

For the prosecution  ....  R. Goswami, A P.P. 

For the accused person .... Mr. D. Bhakta, S. Mishra and T. Pal  Advocate 

Ref. : G.R. Case No. 73 of 2007. 

 

State of Assam 

-vs- 

Bipul Basumatary 

Munmun Basumatary 

... Accused persons 

Under sections 325/34 of I.P.C. 

 

Charge framed  on  ....... 08.02.08 

Evidence recorded on ...... 25.03.14 20.07.15 12.08.15 

Arguments heard on  ...... 04.10.17 

Judgment delivered on ....... 04.10.17 

 

J U D G E M E N T 

 

1. Prosecution initiated this case on receipt of an ejahar filed by Bipin 

Basumatary  alleging therein that on 13.01.07 at about 12-10 pm  while 

his son had been  to collect rent from his tenant, the accused persons 

namely Sri. Bipul Basumatary and Sri Munmun Basumatary for no any 

reason assaulted him and caused hurt at his head by means of sharp 

cutting iron weapon and fled away. That immediately his son was taken 

to hospital by the nearby people. That his son was in critical stage for 

which some delay occurred in filing the FIR. 
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2. On receipt of FIR the Officer-in-charge, Rangapara P.S., registered the 

case Vide Rangapara P.S. Case No. 06/07, u/s 324/34 I .P.C.  and caused 

investigation. After completion of the investigation, the concerned I.O. 

submitted charge sheet against accused persons for commission of 

offence u/s 325/34 of IPC. 

3. In due course, the accused persons appeared before the Court and the 

copies of relevant documents were furnished to them as per section 207 

Cr.P.C. Having found a prima-facie case against the accused person u/s 

325/34 charge under the said section of  law were framed read over 

and explained to the accused persons to which they pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to be tried.  

4. The prosecution, in support of its case, examined five witnesses, and as 

per submission of learned A.P.P., further evidence of prosecution side is 

closed. The defense side examined no witness. Statements U/S 313 

Cr.P.C was recorded. I have heard the arguments advanced by the 

learned counsel of both the sides. 

5. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION : 

(i) Whether  accused person on 13.10.07 at about 12-10 pm at Rongapara 

in furtherance of common intention voluntarily caused grievous hurt to 

the son of the informant  and thereby committed an offence punishable 

u/s  325/34  of the I.P.C. ?  

(ii) DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF : 

6. P.W.1 , Dharmeswar Basumatary has stated that informant is known to 

him who died all most 6-7 years back. That  accused Bipul Basumotary  

is his own elder brother and another accused is his nephew. That almost 

10 years back, hearing some hue and cry from his garage, he rushed to 

the place of occurrence and saw Rameswar Basumatary lying on the 

ground in an injured condition. That he came to know from the local 

people that accused persons assaulted him.  During his cross-

examination, he stated that at the time of incident he was asleep at 
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home. That almost 100 to 150 people gathered at the place of 

occurrence. 

7. PW2 Rameswar Basumatary has stated that the informant is his father. 

That accused Bipul Basumatary is his uncle and Munmun Basumatary is 

his cousin brother. At the time of incident he was sitting on a chair in 

the shop of Dharmeswar Basumatary. That while he was sitting, accused 

Bipul Basumatary and Munmun Basumatary attacked him from behind 

and hit at his head by a hammer. Thereafter, both of them fled away. 

For the said incident his father had filed the ezahar. During his cross-

examination, he stated that his father was having some land dispute 

with his two brothers for which  civil case is pending in the Court of 

Munsif, Tezpur. That at the time of incident he was repairing a bike in 

the garage of Pradip Mandal. 

8. PW3 Chitta Nath has stated that he knows the informant as well as 

accused persons. That at the time of incident he was working at Kochari 

Bagan. That from his mother he came to know that there was a dispute 

but he does not know for what reason and amongst whom  dispute took 

place. That he has no seen the incident.  

9. PW4 Sri Bakuli Basumatary has stated that he knows the informant who 

had expired. That accused Bipul Basumatary is her husband and 

Munmun is her son. That one day Police visited their house in search of 

her husband and son. That her husband is having a house given on rent 

at Rangapara. That one day Rameswar trespassed into their rented 

house. On being protested by her husband Rameswar fled away. At that 

time he got struck to a vehicle and sustained injuries. 

10. PW5 Azahar Ansari has stated that he knows both the informant and the 

accused persons. That he has no knowledge about the incident. 

11. From the discussion of aforesaid evidence it reveals that  witnesses  

Dharmeswar Basumatary, Chitta Nath, Bakuli Basumatary, Azhar Ansari 

have not supported the prosecution case. 
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12. In the instant case the informant could not be examined due to his 

death. Other witnesses namely Sri Tapan Ray, Dhaneswar Deka and 

Pradip Mondal could not be produced by prosecution , inspite of several 

efforts made, hence their evidence was closed as per submission of Ld 

APP. 

13. Rameswar Basumatary the informant although has stated that he was 

assaulted by the accused persons but for want of corroboration by 

independent witnesses his evidence is not found inspiring to come to a 

conclusion regarding the guilt of the accused persons. That besides 

there is also no any medical documents in support of the evidence of 

Rameswar Basumotary that he had sustained injuries in the alleged 

incident. In view of the above, for want of corroboration by independent 

oral and documentary evidences  I am not inclined to belief the 

prosecution case and it is held that the prosecution has failed to proved 

the guilt of the accused persons beyond all reasonable doubt. Therefore, 

accused Bipul Basumatary and Munmun Basumatary are acquitted from 

the offences u/s 325/34 of IPC and they be set at liberty forthwith. The 

bail bonds stands cancelled and the bailer is discharged from the 

liability. 

14. Signed, sealed and delivered in the open Court on this 4th day of 

October, 2017 at Sonitpur.     

                         

                 

 

                 Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate  

                                                                         Sonitpur.                                                                                   
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APPENDIX. 

 

WITNESSES FOR THE PROSECUTION : 

 

P.W.1 Dharmeswar Basumatary 

PW2, Rameswar Basumatary 

PW3- Chitta Nath 

PW4- Bakuli Basumatary  

PW5- Azahar Ansari 

 

 

WITNESSES FOR THE DEFENCE : 

 

   NIL. 

 

DOCUMENTS EXHIBITTED : 

 

Ext.1 ... F.I.R. 

 

 

                                                                                      

       Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate  

          Sonitpur.                                                                                   

 

 


